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ABSTRACT
Pipe bursts in water distribution networks have to be dealt with quickly so as to prevent secondary
accidents and expansion of supply suspension. Online burst detection methods have been actively
studied from within the framework that an anomaly is detected by assessing the deviation of actual
sensor readings from the corresponding predictions. However, these methods might fail or take too
long to detect a gradually developing burst because their predictions are based on sensor readings
from recent periods that would be immediately affected by the burst. In this study, we adopt an
ensemble of flow prediction models to detect both step-shaped and gradually developing bursts
earlier. One prediction model using recent flow readings has a smaller prediction range, which
enables earlier detection of step-shaped bursts, while another model using only the older flow
readings can robustly detect gradually developing bursts. The proposed method forms an ensemble
of the models with different usages of flow readings and takes advantage of the strengths of each so
that it can detect bursts of various development rates earlier. As a case study, the proposed method
was applied to a set of synthetic data of a DMA with 20m 3/h inflow on average. It was found that
half of the randomly generated gradually developing bursts were detected around when the
development of the burst flow slowed down. It was also demonstrated that adopting the ensemble
models actually reduced the amount of time it took to detect gradually developing bursts. A future
task is the evaluation of the proposed method utilized for a real burst event.
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1

INTRODUCTION

When a large-scale burst occurs in a water distribution network, water utilities need to perform the
initial response rapidly so as to prevent secondary accidents and expansion of the suspension of
water supply. With the emerging trend of “Smart Water Networks” [1], near-real-time sensor data
on distribution networks are becoming accessible today. Large-scale bursts often cause changes in
the flow and pressure measurements, so the occurrence of bursts is potentially detectable from these
sensor readings.
To automate the monitoring operation, online burst detection methods have been actively studied
[2–6]. These methods assume a single prediction model for pressure and flow values and detect
bursts by assessing the deviations between sensor readings and the corresponding predicted values.
Examples of prediction and assessment methods deployed include Artificial Neural Network [2, 4],
Support Vector Machine [3], Nonlinear Kalman Filter [5], Statistical Process Control methods [4,
5], and the Bayesian approach [4, 6].
One problem with these methods is that they might fail or take too long to detect a gradually
developing burst, as their predictions are based on sensor readings from recent periods that would
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be immediately affected by the burst. A prediction model using recent sensor readings has a smaller
prediction range, which enables earlier detection of step-shaped changes. However, it is vulnerable
to gradual changes of sensor readings, as its predictions tend to be based on the recent sensor
readings that are immediately affected by the changes.
In this paper, we propose an online burst detection method with an ensemble of flow prediction
models to detect both step-shaped and gradually developing bursts earlier. The proposed method is
constructed under the same framework of deviation assessment between sensor readings and
predictions but compensates for the vulnerability by simultaneously using another prediction model
that utilizes only the older flow readings, which is more robust to gradual change. We focus our
analysis on flow readings due to the wider availability of flow meters than other sensors such as
pressure sensors.

2

METHODS

2.1

Proposed algorithm

Figure 1 A) shows a diagram of the proposed method. The method detects bursts by assessing the
deviation of observed District Metered Area (DMA) inflows from the corresponding predictions by
different ensemble models. Then, the assessment results are integrated into a single detection
evaluation by considering the reliability of the prediction in terms of the usage of the latest flow
readings potentially affected by other anomalies. In the following paragraphs, methods for
prediction, assessment, and integration are explained.

Figure 1. A) Diagram of proposed method and
B) two kinds of prediction model used in the proposed method.
Prediction models estimate an expected flow rate

and a standard error

for a prediction

time . We prepare two kinds of prediction model with different sets of input: 1) a nonlinear timeseries prediction model and 2) an attribute-based prediction model, as shown in Fig. 1 B). The
nonlinear time-series prediction model uses flow readings in a recent period and attributes (time and
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day of the week) of the prediction time as inputs, or predictor variables. The period used as
predictors, hereinafter referred to as the predictor period, ends before a specified interval from the
prediction time. By specifying an interval, this prediction model can be tuned in terms of the tradeoff between the accuracy (smaller standard error) and the vulnerability to a recent burst or other
event. A shorter interval leads to better accuracy, which enables earlier detection of step-shaped
bursts, and higher vulnerability, which deteriorates the detectability of gradually developing bursts.
A longer interval leads to the opposite. In contrast, an attribute-based model uses just the attributes
of the prediction time; it uses no flow readings in a recent period. A prediction of the attribute-based
model is the mean and standard deviation of past flow readings with the same attributes. This model
can be interpreted as a nonlinear time-series prediction model with a sufficiently large interval, or
symbolically, an infinite one.
An assessment based on a prediction model detects an anomaly if the observed flow readings have
deviated from the prediction in an unusually large and continuous manner. Specifically, the relative
magnitude

and the duration

of a deviation, as shown in Fig. 2, are compared against usual

deviations in the past. An anomaly with a continuously larger flow rate than the predictions is
determined as an indication of a suspected burst.

Figure 2. Indices of a deviation.
The results of assessment based on prediction models comprising the ensemble are integrated into a
single result by the following criteria.
– If any result except for the next condition claims that the current deviation is an anomaly, the
integrated result should also claim an anomaly.
– Any result claiming an anomaly is discarded because of its low reliability if it is based on a
prediction whose predictor period has been claimed to have an anomaly with the opposite
direction.
The second criteria is effective when a detected event ends. For example, suppose a case in which a
detected burst was repaired. Predictions using the flow readings before the repair would extrapolate
flow rates including water loss from the burst. Assessment based on these incorrect predictions
would mistakenly claim that the decrease of flow rate by the repair is an anomaly. The second
criterion discards such unreliable anomalies to reduce false anomaly alerts.

2.2

Case study

As a case study, the proposed method was evaluated by applying it to a set of synthetic flow data.
As a baseline, a time series of the actual flow readings of a test-bedding DMA was used. The DMA
has 20m3/h inflow on average. A scenario of synthetic data was prepared by adding sigmoid-shaped
values approximating the gradual development of a burst to the baseline time series. Several
scenarios were generated with different parameter values of sigmoid-curves, that is, size , growth
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period , and half-grown time

. The growth period is a parameter on the development rate of the

burst. The sigmoid-shaped leakage flow rate

was given by
,

where the unit of time is minute. The half-grown time

satisfies

. We approximate by

the beginning time of the burst, from which time the leakage flow rate
relevant positive value (specifically,

if

takes a

). No artificial noise was added to the

synthetic data. The baseline flow rate possibly contains sensor errors and missing data.
In the case study, an ensemble comprised of three prediction models was used: model 1, which is a
nonlinear time-series prediction model with interval = 0.5 [h] and predictor period = 24 [h], model
2, which is a nonlinear time-series prediction model with interval = 6.0 [h] and predictor period =
24 [h], and model 3, which is an attribute-based prediction model with interval = ∞.
As an indicator of detection performance, we define a detection time as the length of time needed to
detect a burst. For a scenario, the detection time is calculated by

, where

denotes the time

at which the proposed method claims an anomaly of a suspected burst.

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1

Application to an example scenario

In this section, we present an example application of the proposed method to a synthetic scenario. In
this scenario, a burst leakage flow rate with the following parameters was added: size 14 [m3/h]
(70% of usual average inflow), growth period 4 [h], and half-grown time at 11:00 on a selected day.
The value of the growth period makes the burst leakage flow rate develop over several hours in this
scenario.
Figure 3 shows the results of predictions and assessment for the scenario. The upper three charts
show the predictions and the assessment result based on the three prediction models with different
intervals. The chart at the bottom shows the integrated result.
In the four charts, the blue dots and yellow lines display the synthetic flow rate and the burst
leakage flow rate included in the synthetic flow rate, respectively. In the upper three charts, the
green lines and light blue shaded areas show the expected flow rates and the

error ranges by

the corresponding prediction models. The light purple shaded areas around the green lines also
represent the error ranges. The purple colour emphasises that these predictions would be unreliably
higher because they were based on the unusually high flow readings including the burst flow, which
had been detected as an anomaly. Finally, the red areas represent the period with an unusually high
flow rate detected as an anomaly.
As shown in Fig. 3, prediction models 2 (interval = 6.0 [h]), 3 (interval = ∞), and 1 (interval = 0.5
[h]) detect the anomaly in this order at 13:45 (detection time = 6:45), 14:17 (detection time = 7:17),
and 14:21 (detection time = 7:21), respectively. Detection time differs by more than 30 min
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depending on the interval of prediction models. By integrating these results, the proposed method
detects the anomaly at 13:45 (detection time = 6:45), which is the earliest.
Next, the characteristics of the predictions by the ensemble models are discussed. The predictions
by model 1 had a smaller range. However, the predictions drifted upward after the half-grown time
of the burst, as model 1 uses recent flow rates including the burst leakage flow rate. In a sense, the
predictions were contaminated by the burst before detecting it. In contrast, the predictions by model
3 had a larger range but were free from contamination by the burst. The predictions by model 2 fell
somewhere in between the other two. For this scenario, model 2 was the best among the ensemble
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Figure 3. Example application to a scenario of synthetic flow data.
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in terms of detecting the burst early. The best model for early detection would vary depending on
the growth period of the burst, as discussed later.

3.2

Analysis on burst size

In this section, we analyse how detection time changes depending on the size of a burst. The
proposed method was applied to a set of synthetic data with various burst sizes. The growth period
was fixed as

[h], which means a step change. Also, 60 different half-grown times were

randomly generated to estimate expected detection time.
Figure 4 shows several percentiles of detection time of the synthetic data in a log-log scale. Also
shown is the detectability, defined as the ratio of the number of successfully detected scenarios
within a cut-off limit of 2 days (2,880 min) to the whole. The proposed method was able to detect
all scenarios with a burst size of more or equal to 4 [m 3/h], which is about 20% of the average DMA
inflow. The detectability was around 0.3–0.4 for bursts sized less than 4 [m 3/h]. It is clear that a
shorter detection time was needed for larger bursts. As an indicator, the 50 percentile (median) of
detection time was less than 30 min for step-shaped bursts of sizes larger than 10m 3/h, which is
about 50% of the average DMA inflow. The 0–75 percentiles of detection time quickly decreased as
the burst size increased. In contrast, the maximum detection time was kept longer than 12 hours
(720 min) even for bursts with size 9 [m3/h]. The near maximum cases corresponded to the
scenarios where the occurrences of bursts coincided with usual increases of water demand. It is
considered difficult in these cases to distinguish the burst-caused increase and the usual increase of
demand.

Figure 4. Detection time of synthetic scenarios by burst size.

3.3

Analysis on development rate

In this section, we analyse how detection time changes depending on the growth period of a burst.
The proposed method was applied to a set of synthetic data with various growth periods. The burst
size was fixed as

[m3/h], which is about 45% of the average DMA inflow. As in the previous

section, 60 different half-grown times were randomly generated to estimate expected detection time.
Figure 4 shows 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100 percentiles of detection time of the synthetic data in a log-log
scale. The half-grown period is also shown for reference. It is clear that the longer growth period
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leads to longer detection time. However, the difference between the median of detection time and
the half-grown period was less than about 30 [min]. This indicates that the proposed method has the
potential to detect gradually developing bursts around when the development of leakage flow slows
down, which is approximated by the half-grown period in the synthetic data.

Figure 5. Detection time of synthetic scenarios by growth period.
Next, we analyse the effectiveness of integrating ensemble models. Figure 6 shows the ratio of
detecting an anomaly first for prediction models with different intervals of the data of Fig. 5. Note
that the sum of ratios exceeds 1 in some cases because two or more prediction models detect an
anomaly at the same time. The prediction models that contributed the most differed depending on
the growth period. For bursts with longer growth period, prediction models with longer intervals
contributed more to earlier detection. This indicates that integrating ensemble models leads to
making detection time shorter for bursts with various growth periods.

Figure 6. Contribution of ensemble prediction models to earlier detection.

3.4

Discussion

The results of the case study showed that the appropriate prediction model to detect a burst varies
depending on its growth period, that is, the length of time over which the burst develops. It was also
found that prediction models with a longer interval were more suited to detect bursts with a longer
growth period. Therefore, the proposed method with an ensemble of prediction models is expected
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to detect bursts with various growth periods earlier than a method that uses a single prediction
model.
The expected detection time for bursts with various sizes was evaluated with randomly generated
scenarios. The proposed method was able to detect all scenarios with bursts larger than 20% of the
average DMA inflow, 20 m3/h. This lower size is considered to depend on the characteristics of a
DMA: it would be smaller for a larger DMA with relatively minor fluctuation in flow rate, and vice
versa.
The number of false alerts needs to be acceptably low for anomaly detection. In the case study with
raw flow readings, three false alerts over four months were made by the proposed method and also
by the method with a single model (model 1). This suggests that an increase of false alerts due to
combining prediction models could be controlled provided the ensemble models were appropriately
selected.
A weak point of the proposed method is the necessity of having to tune the parameters. Specifically,
various parameters need to be tuned for each prediction model along with its assessment threshold
in order to discriminate usual and unusual deviations. Parameter tuning is required in order to
suppress false detections, and using an ensemble of prediction models thus multiplies the number of
parameters to be tuned. The burden of parameter tuning could be alleviated by developing a
systematic methodology and tools to automatically tune the parameters.

4

CONCLUSION

We have proposed a method for online burst detection in water networks using an ensemble of flow
prediction models. The ensemble is comprised of prediction models with different intervals between
the prediction time and the latest time that flow readings before are used as predictor variables. The
detection results based on prediction models are integrated by considering the reliability of
predictions. Through a case study, we demonstrated that integrating the results of ensemble models
made detection time shorter for bursts with various growth periods. The proposed method would be
useful for detecting bursts with various growth periods and alerting them to take actions to prevent
further damages by the bursts. A future task is the evaluation of the proposed method for real burst
events.
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